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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In the study of ion transport across thin lipid bilayer membranes, investigators have favored two approaches for the theoretical analysis. The first, the Eyring rate theory (1), assumes that ions move by means of a single jump from one side of the membrane to the other and between the membrane and the surrounding aqueous solution. The second, referred to as Nernst-Planck or electrodiffusion theory (2,3,4), treats the membrane as a continuous medium through which the ions may move.

Each theory has its generalizations and approximations. For example, in the Eyring rate theory, the movement of ions across the membrane may be treated as a series of n discrete jumps (5). In electrodiffusion theory, the electric field as a function of position is important in determining the current through the membrane, and one may assume approximately that this field is constant (6,7,8), whereas an exact treatment of the problem requires the introduction of the Poisson equation, which relates the variation of electric field to the charge density. When the charge density is small, this constant field approximation will yield results very close to those of
the exact calculations.

Objections have occasionally been raised about the use of electrodiffusion theory in describing these systems. Stark and Benz (9) have contended that the large size of the diffusing ion - with diameters as much as one-fourth of the thickness of the membrane - may make this continuum theory inapplicable. They have also stated that electrodiffusion theory predicts only supralinear current - voltage relations, a statement which we will show in this thesis to be incorrect.

Yet, this theory has continued to be used and studied with some reasonable degree of success (6,7,8). It is of interest to continue to study this theory, to look more closely at the physical properties which it predicts, and to investigate the conditions under which certain approximations, in particular that of a constant field, are valid.

In fact, the standard form of this theory is itself an approximation when applied to thin membranes. Their thinness is important in contributing to their unique properties, since the electrostatic image forces (10) are significant over distances of the same order of magnitude as the membrane thickness (11). As a result, the potential energy of an ion in the membrane will vary strongly with position - being larger near the center by as much as 10 to 15 $k_B T$ ($k_B$, the Boltzmann
constant) at room temperature than near the interfaces (6) - even if there is no applied potential and no other ions present in the membrane.

In the following, we refer to the potential energy profile in the membrane (not including applied voltage or ion-ion interactions) as the potential barrier. Several authors have discussed the form of this barrier (10,11,12), and it is reasonably approximated by a symmetric trapezoid with a flat peak region in the center (6).

Standard electrodiffusion theory treats the potential profile as being constant, but we see that this may be a very unrealistic assumption. The effects of introducing the barrier directly into the equations of electrodiffusion theory have been studied (6,7,8), but possibly because of the mathematical difficulties in treating the exact theory, investigators have always introduced the constant field approximation. In this paper, we study exact electrodiffusion theory in the steady state, with an emphasis upon looking at the effects of introducing different shaped barriers into the theoretical description of the membrane, and on comparing the exact calculations to those of the constant field approximation.
CHAPTER II

THEORY

We consider the membrane to be a symmetric uniform dielectric slab located between two aqueous bathing solutions of high dielectric strength (see Figure 1). Ions present in the aqueous solution may penetrate into the membrane, either by themselves or by combining with a carrier molecule, such as valinomycin, at the membrane-solution interface; but we assume for simplicity that only a single type of ion may penetrate in this way, so that no other ions will be present in the membrane.

The free current density will be a combination of diffusion due to concentration gradients and migration due to electrical forces (we assume that other types of forces do not act). This may be described by the Nernst-Planck or electrodiffusion equation (we use the ESU system of units throughout):

\[ j = -D \left( \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} - \frac{zF}{RT} E \rho \right) \quad (1) \]

with

\[ E = E_\rho + E_b - \frac{V}{d} \] \quad (2)
Figure 1. A membrane located between two aqueous bathing solutions, with a depiction of the potential energy barrier. A is the peak width, B, the base width, and H, the peak height.
$E_b$ being the field due to the potential barrier; $V$, the voltage applied across the membrane; $\rho$, the charge density; and $E_\rho$, the electric field due to charges within the membrane and induced charges; and where $z$ is the valency of the ion; $D$, the diffusion coefficient; $F$, the Faraday constant; $R$, the gas constant; and $T$, the temperature.

$E_\rho$ is related to the charge density through the Poisson equation,

$$\frac{\partial^2 E_\rho}{\partial x^2} = \frac{4\pi}{\varepsilon} \rho$$

(3)

where $\varepsilon$ is the membrane dielectric constant.

For time-dependent processes, we must also introduce the continuity equation,

$$\frac{\partial j}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} = 0$$

(4)

which when combined with equation 1, gives

$$\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} - D \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} - \frac{ZF}{RT} E_\rho \right) = 0.$$  

(5)

Integration with respect to $x$ and introduction of the Poisson equation gives an equation which describes the time-development of $E_\rho(x,t)$ and therefore $\rho(x,t)$:

$$\frac{\partial E_\rho}{\partial t} - D \left( \frac{\partial^2 E_\rho}{\partial x^2} - \frac{ZF}{RT} E \frac{\partial E_\rho}{\partial x} \right) = \frac{4\pi}{\varepsilon} J(t)$$

(6)
Introduction of initial and boundary conditions will completely determine this system. $J(t)$ is the total current density - the sum of the free ionic current and the displacement current densities - which is observed in the external circuit (as free current only, since the displacement current is negligible there). Note that $J(t)$ is an integration constant and is, in this sense, not an independent variable.

In the steady state, the continuity equation tells us that the free ionic current is independent of position. Using this fact in equation 1, one can multiply by the integrating factor,

$$R(x) = e^{-\frac{ZF}{RT} \int_0^x E(x') \, dx'}$$

(7)

to give

$$\frac{d}{dx} [R(x) \rho(x)] = -\frac{j}{D} R(x).$$

(8)

Integrating over $x$ from $0$ to $d$, we obtain

$$R(d) \rho(d) - \rho(0) = -\frac{j}{D} \int_0^d R(x)dx$$

(9)

This may be rearranged to give the current density as

$$j = D \frac{\rho(0) - \rho(d)e^u}{\int_0^d x e^{\frac{ZF}{RT} \int_0^x E(x') \, dx'} \, dx}$$

(10)
with \( u = \frac{zFV}{RT} \). The current density is also given by a direct integration, over \( x \) from \( 0 \) to \( d \), of equation 1:

\[
j = \frac{D}{d} (\rho(o) - \rho(d) + \frac{zF}{RT} \int_o^d E(x) \rho(x)dx) \quad (11)
\]

Various relationships between important physical parameters may be derived from equation 10 (see Appendix A).

Neumcke and Läuger (11) have used equation 10 to argue that ohmic behavior be expected for a membrane with a constant potential profile. Defining

\[
w(x) = - \frac{zF}{RT} \int_o^x E_b(x^-)dx^- \quad (12)
\]

\[
\lambda(u) = j/u \quad (13)
\]

\[
\lambda_o = \lim_{u \to 0} \lambda(u) = - \frac{D \rho(o)}{\int_0^d w(x)dx} \quad (14)
\]

and taking \( E_p = 0 \) (constant field approximation), we have

\[
\frac{\lambda(u)}{\lambda_o} = \frac{\rho_v(o) - \rho_v(d)e^u}{\rho_v(o)u} \cdot \frac{\int_0^d e^{w(x)}dx}{\int_0^d e^{w(x) + ux/d}dx} \quad (15)
\]

\( \rho_v(x) \) refers to the charge distribution at an applied voltage \( V \), and \( \rho_o(x) \) refers to the zero-voltage charge distribution. If \( \rho_v(d) = \rho_v(o) = \rho_o(o) \), we have finally equation 19 of Neumcke and Läuger (11):

\[
\frac{\lambda(u)}{\lambda_o} = \frac{e^{u-1} - 1}{u} \cdot \frac{\int_0^d e^{w(x)}dx}{\int_0^d e^{w(x) + ux/d}dx} \quad (16)
\]
This equation reduces to $\lambda(u) = \lambda_0$ for $w(x) = \text{constant}$, describing ohmic behavior as stated. However, the assumption that the ion concentrations at the boundaries are equal and independent of applied voltage may not be appropriate in all cases. When this assumption does not hold, deviations from ohmic behavior, i.e. nonlinearities in the current-voltage relation, must be expected. The nonlinearities, which are observed experimentally, will in part be due to the presence of the barrier, and in part, to the variation of the charge density between the two interfaces. We will show that for high charge densities - densities of the order of $10^{-13}$ to $10^{-12}$ moles/cm$^2$ will usually be sufficient - one may expect that ion-ion interactions will also play an important role.

It has also been shown that the zero-voltage conductivity, $\lambda_0$, when calculated by the constant field approximation, will always be greater than or equal to that when calculated exactly, if there is no barrier (13). Intuitively, one may expect that this is an effect of ion-ion interactions, their mutual repulsions making it more difficult for an ion to cross the membrane. However, it is unclear that the ion-ion interactions act in this way. The total charge in the membrane is determined from the numerical calculations, and it is seen to vary with barrier shape and
applied voltage, as well as between the exact calculations and those of the constant field approximation. As will be shown, the mutual repulsions of the ions act to reduce the total charge in the membrane, which in turn lowers the conductivity. When we correct for this difference in total charge, so that it is the same in both calculations, then in some cases, the zero-voltage conductivity can be greater in the exact calculations than it is in the constant field approximation. The reduction of the total charge in the membrane due to ion-ion interactions plays an important role in determining the membrane conductivity.
CHAPTER III

NUMERICAL METHODS

In the following, we deal with the differential form of the Nernst-Planck equation, rather than the integrated form. We divide the membrane into n small intervals and approximate 1 and 3 by difference equations, evaluating all relevant parameters at the midpoints of the divisions. To complete the problem, we must introduce boundary conditions. These we take to be the Eyring rate equations for transport across the interfaces (14,15). Recalling that the current density is independent of position, we have

\[ j = -k_0 + F\beta kc \quad x=0 \quad (17) \]
\[ j = k_\sigma d - F\beta kc \quad x=d \quad (18) \]

where \( k \) is the rate constant for ions jumping out of the membrane across the interface; \( \beta \) is the partition coefficient, defined as \( \beta = \sigma_0 / Fc \) for \( V=0 \); \( c \), the concentration in the aqueous solution of the ions which move through the membrane; and \( \sigma_0, \sigma_d \), the surface charge density, inside the membrane, of these ions at the respective interface.
Letting \( r = \frac{4\pi Fd}{\varepsilon RT} \) and \( h = \frac{1}{n} \), we define non-dimensional parameters as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
P_i &= r d \rho \left( \frac{d}{n} i \right) \\
e_i &= \frac{Fd}{RT} \d E \left( \frac{d}{n} i \right) \\
\gamma &= \frac{r d^2}{D} j \\
\Sigma_{0j} &= r \sigma_{0j} d
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\delta = \frac{r d^2}{D} \sigma_{kc}
\]

The subscript, \( i \), labels the division.

We may now rewrite equations 1, 3, 17, and 18 as

\[
\begin{align*}
\gamma &= \frac{1}{4} \left( (e_i - e_{i+1})(P_i + P_{i+1}) - (P_{i+1} - P_i) \right) / h \quad (1a) \\
P_i &= (e_{i+1}^0 - e_i^0) / h \quad (3a) \\
\gamma &= - (\kappa \Sigma_0 - \delta) \quad (17a) \\
\gamma &= \kappa \Sigma_d - \delta \quad (18a)
\end{align*}
\]

and \( e_i^0 \) refers to the field due to charges in the membrane, defined analogously to \( e_i \).

We take the surface charge density to be the average of the volume charge density in the first interval adjacent to the interface, multiplied by the width of the interval:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Sigma_0 &= \frac{1}{2} h \left( P_0 + P_1 \right) \\
\Sigma_d &= \frac{1}{2} h \left( P_{n-1} + P_n \right)
\end{align*}
\]
Equation 17a is now used to eliminate the unknown current from equation 1a, and inserting equation 20 for \( \Sigma_0 \) leaves a system of equations to determine the unknowns, \( P_i \). If we now eliminate \( P_1 \) and \( P_{n-1} \) from this system using equations 17a, 18a, 20 and 21, we are left finally with a system of equations which can be solved easily by the method of Gaussian elimination:

\[
\begin{align*}
A_1 P_0 + B_1 P_2 &= R_0 \\
R_1 P_0 + A_i P_i + B_i P_{i+1} &= R_2, \quad i = 2, n-3 \\
R_1 P_0 + A_{n-2} P_{n-2} + B_{n-2} P_n &= R_5 \\
R_1 P_0 + R_3 P_n &= R_3 + R_4
\end{align*}
\]

with

\[
\begin{align*}
R_0 &= R_2 - \frac{A_1 \delta}{R_6} \\
R_1 &= \kappa / R_6 \\
R_2 &= \delta \left( \frac{1}{h} - \frac{1}{4} (e_0 + e_1) \right) / R_6 \\
R_3 &= \kappa / R_7 \\
R_4 &= \delta \left( \frac{1}{h} + \frac{1}{4} (e_{n-1} + e_n) \right) / R_7 \\
R_5 &= R_2 - B_{n-2} \delta / R_7
\end{align*}
\]
The presence of the product term, \( E(x)p(x) \) in equation 1 (or \( e_i p_i \) in equation 1a), and the fact that \( E(x) \) depends upon \( p(x) \) through equation 3 introduces difficulties into the solution of this nonlinear system of equations. We do not know \( E(x) \) until we know \( p(x) \) and vice-versa. Thus, it is necessary to utilize an iterative technique whereby an initial guess for the \( e_i \)'s is made - we use the constant field approximation, here; \( e_i = \frac{FV}{RT} \) - and the system of equations solved for the \( P_i \)'s. Then a new estimate of the \( e_i \)'s is found from equation 3a, using these values of the \( P_i \)'s, and we begin again. This process is repeated until the \( e_i \)'s are observed not to change with further iteration to within a convergence factor which is initially taken to be .001. Then, from the known values of the \( P_i \)'s and \( e_i \)'s, the current can be found from the difference equation form of equation 10,
\[ \gamma = P_0 - P_n + \frac{h}{4} \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} (e_{i+1} + e_i) (P_{i+1} + P_{i}) \] (10a)

or from what turns out to be more accurate, equations 17a and 18a. If these give values for the current which differ by more than 5\%, the original convergence factor is divided by 10 and the iterative process is continued.

Unfortunately, under most conditions, this iterative process will not converge. It is necessary to force convergence, using an averaging technique (16), whereby we do not use the new \(e_i\)'s directly, but average them with previously computed values and use the averaged result in the next computation.

More specifically, the next guess for the \(e_i\)'s is calculated as (16)

\[ e_i^{\text{(new)}} = (1 - \alpha_i) e_i^0 + \alpha_i (\beta_1 e_i^1 + \beta_2 e_i^2 + \beta_3 e_i^3). \] (24)

Here, \(e_i^0\) is the previously used value of \(e_i^{\text{(new)}}\); \(e_i^1\), the value of \(e_i\) which was calculated from the \(P_i\)'s on the most recent iteration; \(e_i^2\), that calculated from the \(P_i\)'s on the iteration before that; etc. We take \(\beta_1 = \frac{4}{7}, \beta_2 = \frac{2}{7}, \beta_3 = \frac{1}{7}\) (note that they are normalized, \(\beta_1 + \beta_2 + \beta_3 = 1\)), and the \(\alpha_i\) vary through the computation as described by Offner (16), with the initial values set equal to .1. In our calculations, convergence is usually achieved within 15 to 20 iterations,
being, in general, slower for steeper barriers and/or higher concentrations. In fact, for very steep barriers, the method may not converge at all; either the $e_i$'s become very large, or the $P_i$'s are negative at the end of the calculation - by definition, they must be greater than or equal to zero - or the different values calculated for the current always differ by too large an amount.

Table I shows the numerical values of the parameters used in our calculations. Where relevant, all values have been taken from the results of Stark, et. al. (17) on the transport of the valinomycin-$K^+$ complex (see Appendix B).

**TABLE I**

**NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS USED IN THE CALCULATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\varepsilon$</th>
<th>$d$(nm)</th>
<th>$T$(°K)</th>
<th>$k$(sec$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\beta$(cm)</th>
<th>$D$(cm$^2$/sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>$4.55 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$1.29 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$1.46 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The boundary conditions which we have used are appropriate to transport of hydrophobic ions (14,15,18) but it is easily shown that if the uncomplexed carrier concentration is the same on each side of the membrane, then the boundary conditions for carrier-mediated transport reduce to the same
form as those which we have used (see Appendix B).

For the calculations, we use trapezoidal barriers, varying the base width (taking on values equal to $\frac{1}{3}$, $\frac{2}{3}$, and 1.0 of the membrane width), the peak width (taking on values equal to 1, 7, 13, 19, and 25 thirtieths of the membrane width), and peak height (with values of 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, and 10.0 $k_B T$). Also, we vary the aqueous concentration of ions, $c$, to take on the values .01, .05, .1, .5, and 1.0 in moles/liter.
CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

For the sake of clarity, we first list some of the gross features of the results of the calculations and discuss some specific examples.

EXACT CALCULATIONS

Current Density and Normalized Conductivity

(1) The current density, and hence conductivity, \( \lambda (u) \), at any given voltage is always smaller for greater peak widths and peak heights in the given potential barrier.

(2) The normalized conductivity, \( \lambda (u)/\lambda_0 \), generally increases with increasing peak width.

(3) The variations with peak width are more pronounced the higher the barrier and the narrower the base width.

At a height of 2.5 \( k_B T \), and full base width, the j-V curves for different peak widths are virtually indistinguishable, though small differences are recognizable in the conductivity curves. For very narrow base widths, even at this small peak height, very large differences occur with
only small variations in peak width, and these are especially noticeable in the conductivity curves (see Figures 2 and 3).\footnote{All plots labeled "conductivity" refer to normalized conductivity, $\lambda(u)/\lambda_0$.}

At heights of $5.0 \, k_B T$ and $7.5 \, k_B T$, large variations with peak width are apparent in both types of plots (see Figures 4-7), while at $10.0 \, k_B T$, the normalized conductivity curves are beginning to coalesce, at least at low to moderate voltages, even though the current may differ by a factor of 3 to 4 at some voltages.

(4) The current density at any given voltage is always less for narrower base widths.

(5) The normalized conductivity always increases with decreasing base width.

(6) These variations with base width are more pronounced the higher the barrier and the greater the peak width (see Figures 8-11).

One may note that a variation in base width seems to have more of an effect on these curves than does a comparable variation in peak width (compare Figures 4 and 5 with Figures 10 and 11, noting that the solid line in the
Figure 2. Comparison of current-voltage curves for various peak widths. The peak height is 2.5 kBT and the base width is equal to 1/3 of the membrane width. Peak widths are as indicated in the figure in fractions of the membrane width.
Figure 3. Comparison of conductivity-voltage curves for various peak widths. The peak height is $2.5 \, k_B T$ and the base width is equal to $1/3$ of the membrane width. Peak widths are as indicated in the figure in fractions of the membrane width.
Figure 4: Comparison of current-voltage curves for various peak widths. The peak height is $5.0 \ k_BT$ and the base width is equal to the membrane width. Peak widths are as indicated in the figure in fractions of the membrane width.
Figure 5. Comparison of conductivity-voltage curves for various peak widths. The peak height is 5.0 kT, and the base width is equal to fractions of the membrane width.

- Peak widths are indicated in the figure.
Figure 6. Comparison of current-voltage curves for various peak widths. The peak height is 7.5 kBT and the base width is equal to the membrane width. Peak heights are as indicated in the figure in fractions of the membrane width.
Figure 7. Comparison of conductivity-voltage curves for various peak widths. The peak height is $7.5 \, k_B T$ and the base width is equal to the membrane width. Peak widths are as indicated in the figure in fractions of the membrane width.
Figure 8. Comparison of current-voltage curves for various base widths. The peak height is 2.5 kT and the peak width is equal to 7/30 of the membrane width. Base widths are as indicated in the figure in fractions of the membrane width.
Figure 9. Comparison of conductivity-voltage curves for various base widths. The peak height is $2.5 \, k_B T$ and the peak width is equal to $7/30$ of the membrane width. Base widths are as indicated in the figure in fractions of the membrane width.
Figure 10. Comparison of current-voltage curves for various base widths. The peak height is 5.0 kV and the peak width is equal to 7/30 of the membrane width. Base widths are as indicated in the figure in fractions of the membrane width.
Figure 11. Comparison of conductivity-voltage curves for various base widths. The peak height is 5.0 kV and the peak width is equal to 7/30 of the membrane width. Base widths are as indicated in the figure in fractions of the membrane width.
latter represents the same barrier as the long-dashed line in the former).\(^2\) Recalling the equations for interfacial transport, equations 17 and 18,

\[ j = \frac{1}{2} k (\sigma_0 d - F^2 C), \]  

(25)
a possible means of explanation for this may be that the base width has a more pronounced effect upon the surface charge density (and also upon the total charge in the membrane) than does the peak width.

**Total Charge in the Membrane**

(1) When all other parameters are held constant, the total charge in the membrane, as determined in the numerical calculations, decreases with increasing base width, peak width, and peak height.

(2) The total charge also varies with applied voltage, decreasing dramatically for lower barriers, becoming more and more constant for higher barriers and wider peaks. Changing base widths does not give significant differences in this regard.

\(^2\)This is not the case in the constant field approximation. A comparison of the same two graphs, as well as others for this method of computation, shows that the degree of variation is comparable between peak and base width changes.
(3) In comparing two different trapezoidal barriers, we very often find that the one which allows more charge to be in the membrane has a smaller current density for a given applied voltage. This is by no means an absolute rule, but it is, nonetheless, interesting when it occurs. Again, consideration of surface charge densities offers an explanation. For example, reducing the base width allows more charge into the membrane, but it is distributed more uniformly. The surface charge density at the interface is smaller, hence the current density is smaller also.

For physical systems in which the central barrier is not too high, a study of the variation of total charge with voltage may yield information as to the actual shape of the barrier. Unfortunately, in most lipid bilayer systems studied, the barrier is expected to be quite high and broad. Nevertheless, there are other reasons one may wish to measure the total charge in the membrane - e.g., to find the partition coefficient or to decide if the constant field approximation is appropriate - and in Appendix C, we suggest a possible method of measuring this.
CONSTANT FIELD VS. EXACT CALCULATIONS

All trends noted in the previous section on the exact calculations, with the single exception as noted in footnote 2, are observed in the constant field approximation as well.

While we must conclude that none of these effects are primarily due to ion-ion interactions, we also note that almost all of these trends are magnified by these interactions, as they are more pronounced in the exact calculations. The single exception to this statement is that the variation of total charge with voltage is greater in the constant field approximation. We also note here that the total charge in the membrane is always greater in the constant field approximation than in the exact calculations, sometimes by as much as 2 to 3 times at low voltages, this factor always decreasing with increasing voltage as the larger charge in the constant field approximation decreases more quickly.

For very high, broad barriers, the difference in total charge between the two calculations may become quite small, though this will not be the case if the base is narrow, and therefore flat near the interfaces where the charge density is highest. This is an indication of the importance of the
actual shape of the barrier. For barriers with deep minima or flat regions near the interface, the absence of any barrier field in a region where the charge density is high will tend to increase the effect of any field due to the other ions in the membrane. As we see in Figures 12 and 13, the constant field approximation is much less adequate when there is a flat region in the barrier near the interface than when there is not, though in neither case is it a very good approximation. In the latter situation, the ion-barrier interactions overshadow the ion-ion interactions to some extent, while in the former case, the barrier actually acts to increase ion-ion interactions by forcing a large amount of charge to occupy a small region of space.

The consideration of ion-ion interactions is very important in the study of adsorption by bilayer membranes. In Figure 14, we plot calculated values of total charge at zero applied field against the aqueous ion concentration for three different barriers (compare Figures 1 and 2 of Wang and Bruner (19)). At low concentrations, the relationship is linear, reflecting adherence to the constant field approximation (see Appendix A). As the charge density increases, so that ion-ion interactions become important, the relationship becomes nonlinear. The important thing to note is that the charge density at which this transition takes place is different for different barriers, indicating that the range
Figure 12. Comparison of the exact calculations to those of the constant field approximation with current-voltage curves for barriers of peak height, 7.5 k_BT, and peak width, 1/30 of the membrane width. Base widths are as indicated in the figure, as is whether the plot is for exact calculations (EC) or constant field approximation (CFA).
Figure 13. Comparison of the exact calculations to those of the constant field approximation with conductivity-voltage curves for barriers of peak height, 7.5 k_BT, and peak width, 1/30 of the membrane width. Base widths are as indicated in the figure, as is whether the plot is for exact calculations (EC) or constant field approximation (CFA).
Figure 14. Total charge absorbed in the membrane plotted against aqueous ion concentration for three different barriers which are described by parameters as indicated in the figure in the following order: peak height, in $k_B T$; peak width, and base width, both in fractions of the membrane width. The long-dashed lines represent the results of the constant field approximation.
of validity of the constant field approximation - i.e., charge densities for which the relationship is linear - will depend upon the shape of the barrier.

The differences between the exact calculations and the constant field approximation are striking at \( c=1 \) M, not only in terms of the magnitude of the current density, which may differ by a factor of 3 to 4, but also in terms of the shape of the \( j-V \) relation. In some cases, the latter calculations predict a supralinear conductivity curve, while the former predicts a relation which is superlinear at low voltages, becoming supralinear only at quite high voltages (see Figure 15).

Superlinearity seems to indicate that the central barrier is rate-limiting (20). At high enough voltages, the interfacial processes will always become rate-limiting, but high barriers may be rate-limiting in a lower range of applied voltages. The fact that the exact calculations may give superlinearity for a given barrier while the constant field approximation does not, but never vice-versa, is an indication that ion-ion interactions tend to increase the importance of the central barrier in determining the transmembrane current.
Figure 15. Comparison of the constant field approximation (CFA) to the exact calculations (EC) with conductivity-voltage curves for a barrier of peak height, $5.0 \ k_B T$; and peak width, $1/30$ of, and base width equal to, the membrane width. The former shows a supralinear relation, while the latter shows a superlinear one.
CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

The results here presented indicate some points of interest on the application of electrodiffusion theory to ion transport across lipid bilayer membranes. In this section, we wish to conclude with a discussion of these results, comparing to experimental data where possible, and attempting to interpret them physically.

While the interfacial processes were not intended to be central to this paper, they clearly are important in placing certain limits upon the results. The most important of these is the appearance of a limiting current at high voltages. From equations 17 and 18, it is easy to understand this limiting current in terms of a limiting surface charge density inside the membrane.

Combining these equations, we find

\[ j = k \frac{(\sigma_0 - \sigma_d)}{2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (26)

\[ \sigma_0 + \sigma_d = 2F \beta c \]  \hspace{1cm} (27)

The limiting current is seen to arise from one or the other of \( \sigma_0 \) and \( \sigma_d \) becoming negligible with respect to the re-
maining one, and it is easy to see that this limiting current is given by

\[ j_{\text{lim}} = F\beta k c \]  

(28)

The presence of a limiting current depends upon the assumption that \( \beta c \) is a constant, or at least does not increase indefinitely with increasing voltage. This assumption is quite appropriate to the actual physical systems, in which, if anything, \( \beta c \) would be expected to decrease due to ion-ion interactions.

In attempting to interpret the results directly in terms of the potential energy barrier, it is worthwhile to consider the concept of the total potential energy of an ion in the membrane. This is essentially made up of three parts. Separate contributions come from interactions of the ion with the barrier, interactions of the ion with other ions present in the membrane, and from the applied potential.

As noted previously (and explained in terms of the interfacial processes), there are cases where one barrier will allow a smaller total charge in the membrane than another barrier, but a greater current density. This may be interpreted in terms of the central barrier in the following way: when the average potential energy of the barrier
increases, ions tend to be driven from the membrane into the aqueous solution, where the potential energy is taken to be zero. However, the average potential energy of the ions remaining in the membrane increases, making it easier for them to surmount the barrier.

For example, the current increases with increasing base width, whereas the total charge decreases, while the current and total charge both decrease with increasing peak width. The increase of peak width does not in itself alter the average energy of the ions significantly due to the fact that the charge density is low in the region of the peak, but it does increase the region of high energy which the ions are required to traverse. When changing the base width, just the opposite is true. The shape of the barrier in the region of the peak is probably not as important as that near the interfaces in determining the current across actual membranes.

With wider peak widths, the increase of potential energy due to increased ion-ion interactions (the ions being confined to a smaller region) will oppose the effect of the increased region of high energy in decreasing the current, and this may explain why the current-voltage relation changes less with peak variation than with base variation, in which the direct effect, upon the current, of the change in barrier and the indirect effect through ion-
ion interactions are in the same direction.

In some cases, it appears that ion-ion interactions may be overshadowed by the ion-barrier interactions. This does not occur when there is a flat region near the interface where the charge density is large. In this region, the barrier field vanishes, but the field due to charges will be very large. This may be important, especially in studying transport of hydrophobic ions for which the potential energy barrier has a deep minimum near the interface (21).

The phenomenon of charge adsorption is also seen to be strongly dependent upon ion-ion interactions. For low charge densities, the contribution of the charge distributed through the volume of the membrane contributes significantly to the total charge in the membrane, but since the constant field approximation holds, the total charge is proportional to the aqueous concentration (see Appendix A). As the charge density increases, ion-ion effects become more important, and the contribution to the total charge from near the center of the membrane begins to fall below this linear relationship (see Figure 14). Most authors (15,18) define the partition coefficient as the proportional constant between aqueous concentration and total numbers of ions per unit area in the membrane. The decrease in this proportional constant with increasing aqueous ion concentration
has been observed experimentally (14,15,19).

We have taken the values of our parameters from Stark, et. al. (17). Stark and Benz (9) have presented experimental data for the same system (valinomycin-K⁺ in phosphatidyl inositol membranes). Our calculations fit this data quite closely for a few barriers which we have used, but the closest one is for a barrier of height 2.5 kₐₜ; peak width, 13/30 and base width, 1.0 times the membrane thickness (see Figure 16).

We do not observe a transition from superlinearity to supralinearity with increasing aqueous concentration, as Stark and Benz (9) have reported. In fact, these calculations show the reverse trend (see Figure 17).

The inability of our calculations to compare favorably with this experimental result may be due to the simplifying assumptions which we have made. First of all, our choice of partition coefficient cannot be related to the experimental system. Secondly, the assumption that the uncomplexed carrier concentration is the same on both sides of the membrane may be quite unrealistic, and this may be able to explain the transition from super- to supralinearity with increasing concentration.
Figure 16. Comparison of our exact calculations - for the barrier of peak height, 2.5 kBT; peak width equal to 13/30 of, and base width equal to, the membrane width - to the experimental data presented in Figure 6 of Stark & Benz (9), for valinomycin and [K⁺]=1M. The figure indicates our calculations (OC) and the experimental data (SB).
Figure 17. Conductivity-voltage curves, from our exact calculations, showing a transition from a supralinear to a superlinear relation with increasing aqueous ion concentration. The barrier has a peak height of 5.0 $k_B T$, a peak width, $1/30$, and a base width, $1/3$, of the membrane width. Aqueous ion concentrations are as indicated in the figure in moles/liter.
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APPENDIX A

In the steady state, the current density is independent of the spatial coordinate and given by equation 6:

\[ j = -D \frac{\rho(0) - \rho(\infty)}{d - \frac{zF}{RT} \int_{0}^{\infty} E(x') dx'} \]  

or

\[ j = -D \frac{\rho(0) - \rho(x) e^{-\frac{zF}{RT} \int_{0}^{\infty} E(x') dx'}}{\int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-\frac{zF}{RT} \int_{0}^{\infty} E(x'') dx''} dx'} \]  

Defining

\[ \phi(x) = -\frac{zF}{RT} \int_{0}^{x} E(x') dx' \]

and rearranging equation 6a, we find the charge density given by

\[ \rho(x) = \rho(0) - \frac{1}{D} \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-\phi(x')} dx' \]  

Using equation 2, we have

\[ E_v(x) = E_v(0) + \frac{4\pi}{c} \int_{0}^{\infty} (\rho(0) - \frac{1}{D} \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-\phi(x')} dx' \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-\phi(x''')} dx''') dx' \]  

We may integrate equation A2 to find \( Q \), the total charge in the membrane:

\[ Q = \rho(0) \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-\phi(x)} dx - \frac{1}{D} \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-\phi(x)} dx \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{\phi(x')} dx' \]  

Integrating equation A3 gives the applied voltage across the
This last equation is interesting for the following reason: For the constant field approximation, and a given voltage we easily see that the current density is proportional to the charge density at the boundary. By equation A2, it follows that it is also proportional to $\rho(x)$ for arbitrary $x$, and also that $\rho(x)$ is proportional to $\rho(0)$. From equation A4, we reach the important conclusion that the current density is thus proportional to the total charge in the membrane. If we consider the boundary conditions,

$$j = -k \left( \sigma_0 - F_B C \right) \tag{17}$$

and

$$\sigma_0 = \frac{hd}{2} \left( \rho(0) + \rho\left(\frac{d}{n}\right) \right), \tag{20a}$$

we see that $\sigma_0$ is proportional to the charge density at the boundary, which is proportional to the current density, which in turn, is proportional to the total charge. By the same argument, $\sigma_d$ is proportional to the total charge. Finally, by equation 27, the total charge in the membrane is proportional to the aqueous concentration of ions for these (and
probably more general) boundary conditions in the constant field approximation.
APPENDIX B

For carrier-mediated transport of ions, the steady state current across the interfaces is described by (1)

\[ j = F \left( c k_R N_s^- - k N_{ms}^- \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (B1)

\[ j = - F \left( c k_R N_s^+ - k N_{ms}^+ \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (B2)

where \( k_R \) is the rate constant for the reaction between the carrier and the ion it will carry, \( N_s^- (N_s^+) \) and \( N_{ms}^- (N_{ms}^+) \) are the uncomplexed and complexed carrier concentrations, respectively, in the left (right) half of the membrane. These boundary conditions have the same form as the one's we have used, if \( N_s^- = N_s^+ \) and is independent of voltage.

The diffusion coefficient, \( D \), is calculated from the relation (9) (\( k_{ms} \), the translocation rate constant)

\[ k_{ms} = 2D/d^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (B3)

With \( k_{ms} = 1.82 \times 10^4 \text{ sec}^{-1} \), we find

\[ D = 1.46 \times 10^{-9} \text{ cm}^2/\text{sec}. \]

We note here that we have chosen the value of \( \beta \) somewhat arbitrarily, but to give charge densities in the membrane which are around \( 0.5 \mu \text{C/cm}^2 \) when \( c = 1\text{M} \).
APPENDIX C

The steady state current density at an applied voltage, \( V_0 \), is given by

\[
j_s(V_0) = -D \left( \frac{d\rho_s}{dx} - \frac{zF}{RT} (E_s - \frac{V_0}{d}) \rho_s \right)
\]  

(C1)

Here, \( E_s = E_b + E_D \), and the subscript, \( s \), refers to the steady state values.

If we suddenly change the voltage from \( V_0 \) to \( V_1 \) and hold it constant, the current density immediately following the change is

\[
j(V_1)_{t=0} = -D \left( \frac{\partial E_s}{\partial x} - \frac{zF}{RT} \left( E_s - \frac{V_0}{d} + \frac{V_0 - V_1}{d} \right) \rho_s \right) + \frac{\epsilon}{4\pi} \frac{\partial E}{\partial t}
\]  

(C2)

We have assumed that the charging time of the external circuit is fast enough that no charge redistribution has had time to take place within the membrane.

Subtracting equation C1 from equation C2 gives,

\[
j(V_1)_{t=0} - j_s(V_0) = \frac{zFD}{RTd} (V_0 - V_1) \rho_s(x) + \frac{\epsilon}{4\pi} \frac{\partial E}{\partial t}
\]  

(C3)

If we now integrate across the membrane using
\[ f_0^d \frac{\partial E}{\partial t} \, dx = \frac{3}{\partial t} \int_0^d E \, dx = - \frac{3V_1}{\partial t} = 0, \quad \text{(C4)} \]

we find

\[ j(V_1)_{t=0} - j_s(V_0) = \frac{2FD}{RT_d} \, (V_0 - V_1) \Omega. \quad \text{(C5)} \]

By measuring the two current densities, we may calculate the total charge in the membrane if we know \( D/d^2 \). Note that by equation B3, this is related to the rate constant for translocation across the membrane.